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organically out of his exegetical conclusions, while still adhering to the standards of the commentary 
series, which seeks to avoid “confusing the commentary with the sermon” (p. viii). For these reasons, i 
commend Moo’s commentary very highly.

Jason C. Meyer
Bethlehem College and seminary
Minneapolis, Minnesota, UsA

Pablo t. Gadenz. Called from the Jews and from the Gentiles: Pauline Ecclesiology in Romans 9–11. 
wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen zum Neuen testament 2.267. tübingen: Mohr siebeck, 2009. xi + 
393 pp. $157.50.

Father Gadenz (b. 1967) is a roman Catholic priest, ordained since 1996, and 
Assistant Professor of Biblical studies at the immaculate Conception seminary 
school of Theology at seton Hall University in south orange, New Jersey. He 
earned an Mdiv and MA from st. Charles Borromeo seminary, an ssL from 
Pontifical Biblical institute in rome, and an std from Pontifical Gregorian 
University in rome. This monograph slightly updates his doctoral dissertation, 
which he defended in June 2008.

Gadenz is not testing a thesis but instead approaches rom 9–11 inductively. 
His objective is “to investigate Paul’s ecclesiology in rom 9–11, as it is 
communicated through his discussion of the network of relationships between 
israel and the nations” (p. 3). There are three such relationships: Jewish Christians and Gentile 
Christians; non-Christian Jews and Gentile Christians; and non-Christian Jews and Jewish Christians 
(pp. 2, 316–17). He argues that his approach to rom 9–11 makes a distinctive contribution because he 
uses rhetorical analysis and appreciates how Jewish traditions of Paul’s time influence how Paul reads 
the ot (pp. 3–7). in particular, he concludes that the Jewish traditions Paul draws on include three 
themes from “restoration eschatology”: regathering the twelve tribes of israel, saving the nations, and 
expecting the davidic Messiah (pp. 6–7).

His investigation proceeds in three steps:
1. He overviews rom 9–11 (70 pp.). Gadenz follows a common threefold division of rom 9–11 

(9:6–29; 9:30–10:21; 11:1–32) with an introduction and conclusion (9:1–5; 11:33–36).
2. He analyzes rom 9:6–29 (51 pp.); 9:30–10:21 (31 pp.); and 11:1–32 (151 pp.), focusing most on 

how the “remnant” and the people of God in 9:24–29 and 11:1–32 relate to others inside and outside 
the church. He interprets πᾶς	Ἰσραήλ	in rom 11:26a as every individual israelite Christian throughout 
history plus a significant number of the non-Christian israelites who are alive at the time Christ returns 
(pp. 275–80).

3. He draws conclusions about rom 9–11 in four areas: rhetorical analysis, restoration eschatology 
and ot background, exegesis, and ecclesiology (11 pp.). 

Gadenz’s research is generally very good. He is preoccupied with the Greek text of rom 9–11, though 
primarily at the level of rhetorical criticism, and he responsibly interacts with most of the significant 
secondary literature on rom 9–11, including occasional references to evangelicals like douglas J. Moo 
and Thomas r. schreiner. He relies most heavily—and perhaps too heavily—on the French publications 
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of his Doktorvater, Jean-Noël Aletti. other than calling it the peroratio, he virtually ignores the 
significance of rom 11:33–36 (though i am probably biased because i am writing a dissertation on 
Paul’s use of the ot in rom 11:34–35).

His exegesis is unconvincing at some key points. For example, he denies that rom 9:6a (“But it is 
not as though the word of God has failed”) is the overarching thesis of all three chapters (pp. 9, 30–33, 
83, 88). instead, he thinks that rom 9–11 is primarily about the implications of israelites rejecting Jesus. 
so he argues that rather than being a theodicy, rom 9–11 primarily encapsulates Paul’s ecclesiology 
with reference to israelite and Gentile relationships. But that is a theme that Paul does not develop until 
chapter 11, so Gadenz calls chapters 9–10 “digressions” that eliminate anticipated objections before 
addressing the main issue.

i was hoping to observe how Gadenz’s exegesis of rom 9:30–10:21 compares theologically with 
Protestants, particularly regarding righteousness, the law, works, faith, and salvation. But his exegesis 
of this section is selective; he qualifies, “our interest here focuses on the contrast between ‘israel’ and 
‘nations’ described in the units at the beginning (9,30–33) and at the end (10,18–21) of the subsection” 
(p. 136).

disagreements aside, Gadenz’s research is valuable for technical studies of rom 9–11 and the 
various relationships between israelites and Gentiles in the early church.

Andrew david Naselli
trinity Evangelical divinity school
deerfield, illinois, UsA

david Luckensmeyer. The Eschatology of First Thessalonians. Novum testamentum et orbis Antiquus; 
studien zur Umwelt des Neuen testaments Band 71. Göttingen: vandenhoeck & ruprecht, 2009. xi + 
463 pp. £80.00/$116.00.

This is a substantially rewritten version of the author’s 2005 Phd dissertation from 
the University of Queensland. The central thesis of the book is that ‘eschatology 
is the best hermeneutical key to interpret Paul’s pattern of exhortation in First 
Thessalonians’ (p. 2). Eschatology, argues Luckensmeyer, gives Paul the ability to 
‘explain why the Thessalonians are experiencing conflict and encourage them to 
a constructive new community identity’ (p. 4). so, for example, in 1:8–10 we have 
both a ‘rupture between the Thessalonians’ previous idol-worship and subsequent 
turning to serve the living and true God (v. 9)’ and the ‘essential elements of 
integration’ whereby community members wait for God’s son to come and deliver 
them from wrath (v. 10; p. 4). Further, Luckensmeyer argues that eschatology is the 
only category ‘in which all the systematic concerns of the letter may be incorporated’ and is ‘the key 
concept’ of the letter (p. 18). 

in treating the eschatology of the letter, the volume fills an important lacuna in studies of 1 
Thessalonians. However, it does more than that because, as Luckensmeyer argues, since eschatology is 
the hermeneutical key to the entire letter, a work on this topic will provide a significant contribution to 
our understanding of the letter as a whole. 
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